Titus Petronius
Apparently young, brown hairs, cold green eyes, short
beard, dressed like a noble or a rich adventurer

ORDER

SHADOW

D8

The Artifact is too dangerous: I should take it to my commander or, if I can't,
I will see that it is destroyed

Inquisitor of the Black Templars

False Identity: spoiled rich adventurer

While I can seem cold and cruel, I'm loyal toward my mates in this
adventure and will seek no harm for them

D8

Cold blooded

Take the artifact or destroy it
Protect the other Heroes from harm

Black Templar (Silenti)
TRUTH SEEKER INSTINCT
D10
MASTER OF SECRETS
D8
POWERFUL AURA
D8
EXCEPTIONAL WILLPOWER
D8
SENSE MAGIC
D6
EXORCISM
D8

Artifex (Orichalicer)
CREATE ORICHALCUM
D8
ORICHALCUM WEAPONS
D8
ORICHALCUM ARMOR
D8
POWERFUL PERSONALITY
D8
STRONG
D6

☑ EXTREME FOCUS. Increase a BLACK TEMPLAR Power by 1 and
DECREASE the SUN NUMBER of your roll by 1, but after the roll take
an EXHAUSTED Consequence equal to the normal level of the Power.
☑ ESOTERIC MASTERY. Add a D10 when your roll is strictly related to
your Mastery’s field of knowledge/skills.
☑ ORICHALCUM. Before you roll an ORICHALICER power against
immortals or magical Powers/creatures, spend 1 KA for a +1 BOOST
and to inflict NECROTIC wounds that can’t be healed with
powers/talents.
☑ SECRET LORE. Spend 1 KA to question the Herald about a secret:
he should answer truthfully. You can ask 1 question for level of
MASTER OF SECRETS (i.e. D6=1, D8=2, etc.).
☑ BODYGUARD. When someone near you is the target of a
successful attack, spend 1 KA to intercept it (if narratively
appropriate) and take the Consequence reduced by 1 on yourself.
☑ PERSONAL CALEPH. Spend 1 KA and add a D8 to the Shadow for a
+1 BOOST after a roll OR to lower a Consequence by 1.
DARK TALENTS:
☑ DUTY TO BLACK TEMPLARS. Gain 1 KA and add a D8 to the Shadow
when your duties toward the Black Templars conflict with your
relationships, your party or creates troubles for you or your friends.
☑ CYNICAL. Gain 1 KA and increase or inflict a D6 Consequence on a
friend in trouble or increase the smallest die in the Shadow because
of your cynical attitude.
☑ DECEITFUL. Gain 1 KA and add a D8 to the Shadow when you hide
your real goals, thoughts and plans from your friends.

BLACK FLAME VIAL (counts as D10 to destroy magical items)
CRYSTAL OF AMNESIA (add a D10 to the Shadow to delete
the last few minutes of target’s memory)

Concealed Orichalcum Dagger

☑ BROKEN! Gain 1 KA and turn off an ORICHALICER power. Recover
by crafting a new item or by restocking.

Titus Petronius is your typical Black Templars' undercover
agent: he poses as someone who he is not (in this mission he
is a local hero that no one else knows ) and has secondary
goals that no one else is aware of.
His briefing for this mission is: you will join a party of
powerful heroes to retrieve a very dangerous artifact. Your
priority is to not let anyone else except the Black Templars to
get it or to destroy it if you can't.
SILENTI
The Silenti, also known as Wardens of Silence are a special
and more secret branch of the Black Templars that operates
everywhere inside and outside the Empire. They makes sure
that people are not exposed to any “dangerous” knowledge
or fact and thus hide any dangerous item or book in their
secret vaults, rumored to be under Roma Aeterna.

